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Abstract
Many IR collections contain forbidden documents (𝐹 -docs), i.e. doc-

uments that should not be retrieved to the searcher. In an ideal

scenario 𝐹 -docs are clearly flagged, hence the ranker can filter

them out, guaranteeing that no 𝐹 -doc will be exposed. However, in

real-world scenarios, filtering algorithms are prone to errors. There-

fore, an IR evaluation system should also measure filtering quality

in addition to ranking quality. Typically, filtering is considered as a

classification task and is evaluated independently of the ranking

quality. However, due to the mutual affinity between the two, it is

desirable to evaluate ranking quality while filtering decisions are

being made. In this work we propose nDCGf, a novel extension of

the nDCGmin metric [14], which measures both ranking and filter-

ing quality of the search results. We show both theoretically and

empirically that while nDCGmin is not suitable for the simultaneous

ranking and filtering task, nDCGf is a reliable metric in this case.

We experiment with three datasets for which ranking and filter-

ing are both required. In the PR dataset our task is to rank product

reviews while filtering those marked as spam. Similarly, in the CQA

dataset our task is to rank a list of human answers per question

while filtering bad answers. We also experiment with the TREC

web-track datasets, where 𝐹 -docs are explicitly labeled, sorting

participant runs according to their ranking and filtering quality,

demonstrating the stability, sensitivity, and reliability of nDCGf for

this task. We propose a learning to rank and filter (LTRF) frame-

work that is specifically designed to optimize nDCGf, by learning

a ranking model and optimizing a filtering threshold used for dis-

carding documents with lower scores. We experiment with several

loss functions demonstrating their success in learning an effective

LTRF model for the simultaneous learning and filtering task.

CCS Concepts
• Information systems→ Evaluation of retrieval results; Doc-
ument filtering.
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1 Introduction
One of the main tasks of an Information Retrieval (IR) system is to

satisfy its users by ranking relevant content to their requests, typi-

cally expressed as vague and imprecise queries. In many cases, the

document collection contains forbidden documents, i.e. documents

that should not be retrieved to the searcher. Examples include (1)
totally forbidden documents for all (offensive, spam), (2) forbidden
for a specific use-case (e.g. adult content for children, classified

documents for non-certified users). We define such documents as

forbidden docs, or 𝐹 -docs for short.

Typically, IR systems assume an ideal scenario where all 𝐹 -docs

are clearly flagged, hence, a ranker can filter out such documents

(and only them) during the retrieval process, guaranteeing that no

𝐹 -doc will be exposed to the searcher. However, in a real-world

scenario, when documents are partially flagged, or non-flagged

at all, the filtering algorithm is prone to two types of errors: 1)

false-positive (i.e. filtering non 𝐹 -docs), or 2) false-negative (i.e.

leaving 𝐹 -docs in the list). For example, consider the task of product

reviews ranking, where our goal is to rank the reviews according

to their helpfulness while filtering forbidden (spam) ones. When

filtering is applied by a spam classifier which is prone to errors, the

amount of 𝐹 -docs left in the ranked list, as well as their ranking

positions, heavily affects the ranking score as well as the filtering

score. Similarly, filtering non 𝐹 -docs affects both metrics [12].

Therefore, due to the mutual affinity between ranking and filter-

ing, it is desirable to evaluate the system’s ranking quality while

filtering decisions are being made. We look for an evaluation met-

ric that reinforces a ranker according to three desired criteria: (1)
prunes as many 𝐹 -docs from the retrieved list, (2) does not prune
non 𝐹 -docs from the list, (3) ranks remaining docs according to

their relevance to the query while pushing 𝐹 -docs down the list. We

assume an evaluation mechanism that supports graded relevance

judgment labels, where the document’s relevance is labeled on a

multi-level relevance scale. Similarly, a forbidden document is la-

beled on a multi-level forbidness scale. The Normalized Discounted
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Cumulative Gain (nDCG) [16], a widely used IR metric for handling

multi-graded relevance labels, is the first choice to be applied in

this case; relevance labels are associated with multi-graded positive

scores, the non-relevance label with a zero score
1
, and the forbid-

ness labels with multi-graded negative scores. The nDCG score

for a ranked list containing 𝐹 -docs will reflect their amount, their

relative positions in the rank, and their forbidness level.

In this workwe adapt the nDCG approach, with negatively scored

labels for 𝐹 -docs, to evaluate ranking and filtering together. How-

ever, as we further discuss in Section 2, nDCG is unbounded and

unstable in the presence of negatively scored labels [14]. This is

one of the reasons why many IR evaluation systems map nega-

tive labels to a zero score, thus treating them as non-relevant (e.g.

[8]). Instead, we propose nDCGf, an evaluation metric for measur-

ing both ranking and filtering quality of the search results. nDCGf

extends nDCGmin [14], a modification of nDCG which solves its un-

boundedness in the presence of negatively scored labels. However,

we show that nDCGmin is unbounded when ranking and filtering

are carried out together, i.e., when the ranker is allowed to retrieve

(and rank) a sublist of the search results. nDCGf solves this flaw by

modifying the normalization scheme applied by nDCGmin to handle

sublist retrieval appropriately.

We experiment with the TREC web-track runs
2
in years 2010-

2014 [8–11, 27] demonstrating the inconsistency between nDCGmin

and nDCGf when filtering is applied, and that nDCGf is a reli-

able [17], stable [6], and sensitive [25] evaluation metric for the

simultaneous ranking and filtering task. We then demonstrate how

to optimize nDCGf over two datasets. In the PR dataset our task is

to rank product reviews while filtering those marked as spam. Simi-

larly, in the CQA dataset our task is to rank a list of human answers

per question while filtering bad answers. In both settings there are

many 𝐹 -docs (i.e. spam reviews, bad answers) which should not be

exposed to the searcher. We propose the Learning to Rank and Filter
(LTRF) framework, where the task is to rank the good documents in

tandem to filtering bad ones. We train ranking and filtering models

(f-rankers) to optimally rank and filter by additionally tuning a fil-

tering threshold on the model scores. We demonstrate that ranking

only, or filtering only, fail to provide a result list with high quality,

as manifested by the low nDCGf score. We then experiment with

several loss functions for LTRF, demonstrating their ability to learn

a reliable ranking and filtering model that performs better than

some baselines.

To summarize, the main contributions of our work are:

• We propose a new evaluation paradigm where f-rankers are

evaluated by their ability to rank and filter the search results. We

propose nDCGf, a novel evaluation metric that considers both

ranking and filtering quality. We demonstrate that nDCGf is a

reliable, stable, and sensitive metric, and is more reliable than

nDCGmin when filtering and ranking are both applied.

1
Typically, non-relevant documents are labeled by a zero score, hence are deemed

indifferent by the evaluation system. Recent research [2] shows that different types

of non-relevant material affect user satisfaction differently, therefore, a more delicate

labeling scheme for non-relevant documents can enhance evaluation effectiveness.

2
A TREC track’s run is a list of ranked results for the track’s queries (topics), as

provided by one of the track’s participants. Qrels is the pull of all judged documents

per topic.

• We present two real-world ranking and filtering tasks where

filtering 𝐹 -docs is as important as ranking. We propose an LTRF

framework, and several loss functions optimized for nDCGf,

demonstrating their effectiveness in learning f-rankers for this

task.

• We release a unique large-scale answer ranking and filtering

dataset where human answers per question are labeled according

to their quality on a multi-level scale, including bad answers

labeling. This benchmark can be further used by the community

for research on IR evaluation and learning in the presence of

forbidden documents.

2 Related Work
The negative impact of 𝐹 -docs on the user experience has long

been recognized by the IR research community. 𝐹 -docs are usu-

ally marked by an independent classifier and then filtered out at

retrieval time [12]. In this approach filtering accuracy is evaluated

independently of the ranking quality. Marking 𝐹 -docs with nega-

tive labels allows both tasks to be evaluated by one metric, as was

done in the TREC’s web-track benchmarks [8–11, 27]. However,

TREC participants were not encouraged to filter out the 𝐹 -docs,

since the web-track official evaluation metric neglected negative

labels by mapping them to a zero score, i.e., treating forbidden

and non-relevant documents the same. In the following we cover

existing approaches for IR evaluation in the presence of negative

labels and some other related works.

Background. We are given a query 𝑞, a set of documents 𝑅 =

{𝑑1, . . . , 𝑑𝑛}, a positive integer 𝑘 , and a set of labels 𝐿 = {𝑙1, . . . , 𝑙𝑚}.
Each label is mapped to a label gain score, 𝑙𝑠 : 𝐿 → R; 𝑙𝑠 (𝑙) ≥ 0

indicates relevance level, and 𝑙𝑠 (𝑙) < 0 indicates forbidness level.

Each document 𝑑 ∈ 𝑅 is labeled by 𝑙 (𝑑) ∈ 𝐿. The document

labels are hidden to rankers who are challenged to rank 𝑅 in “an

optimal manner”, with respect to the document labels. Let 𝜋 (𝑅) =
(𝑑1, . . . , 𝑑𝑛), a permutation over 𝑅, be the ranker’s ranking out-

put. The evaluation task is to measure the “quality” of the top-k

documents in the ranked list 𝜋 (𝑅).

nDCG. The Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) [16] sums the

discounted gain scores of the top-k results in 𝜋 (𝑅):

𝐷𝐶𝐺@𝑘 (𝜋 (𝑅)) =
min(𝑘, |𝑅 |)∑︁

𝑖=1

𝑙𝑠 (𝑙 (𝑑𝑖 ))
log

2
(𝑖 + 1) .

In order to compare the rankers’ performance over a test-set of

queries we normalize the DCG value by the DCG score of an ideal

ranked list, 𝑅𝐼 , generated by sorting 𝑅 in decreasing order according

to the document label gain scores. We define 𝐼𝑘 (𝑅) = DCG@𝑘 (𝑅𝐼 ).
nDCG is then normalized by 𝐼𝑘 (𝑅):

𝑛𝐷𝐶𝐺@𝑘 (𝜋 (𝑅)) =
{
𝐷𝐶𝐺@𝑘 (𝜋 (𝑅))

𝐼𝑘 (𝑅) 𝐼𝑘 (𝑅) ≠ 0

0 otherwise

(1)

nDCG@k(𝜋 (𝑅)) can then be interpreted as a similarity measure

between 𝜋 (𝑅), the ranker output, and 𝑅𝐼 , the optimal rank.

nDCGmin. It is easy to see that when label gain scores are non-

negative, nDCG is bounded, i.e., ∀𝜋 (𝑅), 0 ≤ 𝑁𝐷𝐶𝐺@𝑘 (𝜋 (𝑅)) ≤ 1.

However, in the presence of negative label scores, nDCG becomes



unbounded [14]. It can fall below 0, when the DCG value is negative,

or even exceeds 1 if both the DCG and the ideal value are negative.

Boundedness is essential for reliable statistics computations over

the query test set, such as mean and variance [19, 22].

nDCGmin [14] tackles the nDCG unboundedness problem, in the

presence of negatively scored labels. In addition to the computation

𝐼𝑘 (𝑅), it also calculates the DCG value of the worst ranked list,

𝑅𝑊 , generated by sorting 𝑅 in increasing order according to the

document label scores. We define𝑊𝑘 (𝑅) = DCG@𝑘 (𝑅𝑊 ). nDCGmin

then normalizes the DCG value using min-max normalization with

𝑊𝑘 (𝑅) and 𝐼𝑘 (𝑅) values:

𝑛𝐷𝐶𝐺
min

@𝑘 (𝜋 (𝑅)) =
{
DCG@k(𝜋 (𝑅) )−𝑊𝑘 (𝑅)

𝐼𝑘 (𝑅)−𝑊𝑘 (𝑅) 𝐼𝑘 (𝑅) >𝑊𝑘 (𝑅)
0 otherwise

(2)

By applying min-max normalization, using the minimum and max-

imum DCG values over all permutations of 𝑅, boundedness is now

explicitly ensured in the presence of negatively scored labels.

Evaluating the Metrics Quality. Moffat [22] identified seven nu-

meric properties that are desirable for evaluation metrics, including

boundedness which appears at the top of the list. He showed that

nDCG satisfies four of these properties, including boundedness, for

the case of non-negative label scores. Gienapp et al. [14] showed

that the usage of negatively scored labels results in a violation of the

boundedness property, while nDCGmin preserves all properties satis-

fied by nDCG, including boundedness, in the presence of negatively

scored labels.

IR evaluation metrics are also assessed based on three criteria:

Stability [6], Sensitivity [25], and Reliability [4]. The stability of

an evaluation measure denotes its dependency on the number of

queries it is calculated on, and is measured by the error rate associ-

ated with the decision about which of two tested systems is better,

while varying the query set size [6]. The sensitivity, measured by a

bootstrap hypothesis test [25], denotes the metric’s ability to suc-

cessfully tell two systems apart, given that their true performance

difference is significant. The reliability of a metric denotes its abil-

ity to reflect the actual difference in performance among systems,

minimizing deviation from “true” performance rating [4]. It can be

interpreted as an approximation to the squared correlation between

the relative mean scores observed over the given query test-set

and the relative mean scores that would be observed if an infinite

number of queries was available. Bodoff and Li [4] applied Gener-

alization theory to evaluate the system reliability, estimating the

variance in evaluation results that stems from actual performance

difference. Kanoulas and Aslam [17] applied the same analysis for

investigation of optimal gains and discount functions for nDCG. In
Section 4 we describe an experimental study demonstrating the su-

periority of nDCGf over nDCG with respect to stability, sensitivity,

and reliability, and over nDCGmin with respect to reliability, in the

presence of negatively scored labels and when both ranking and

filtering are applied on the search results.

Filtering and Ranking Evaluation. The ranking quality of the

retrieved list, and the amount of filtering, are frequently measured

independently. Godin et al. [15] described a question answering

system that learns when not to answer. They proposed to mea-

sure the fraction of questions the system decides not to answer

(Answering Rate) and the fraction of questions answered correctly

(Precision), consolidating these two metrics by taking the harmonic

mean as the final score. Lioma et al. [18] also dealt with the integra-

tion of several evaluation measures of retrieved list. They argued

about the effectiveness of integrating both relevance and credibility

of retrieval results. They presented several evaluation measures

that are designed to integrate these metrics together. Maistro et

al. [21] suggested a theoretically principled multi-aspect evaluation

method that can be used to integrate any number and any type of

metrics.

Liu et al. [19] introduced the Quit While Ahead (QWA) evalua-

tion approach that captures whether a ranking algorithm filters out

unhelpful results. QWA adds a pseudo terminal document, 𝑑𝑡 , at the

end of the ranked list 𝜋 (𝑅), with relevance label of 1 if no relevant

document exists in 𝑅, or 1

𝑟

∑ |𝑅 |
𝑖=1

𝑙𝑠 (𝑙 (𝑑𝑖 )) where 𝑟 is the number of

relevant documents in 𝑅. It then evaluates the extended list with a

standard IR measure such as nDCG@( |𝑅 | + 1). Consequently, sys-
tems are encouraged to retrieve many relevant docs (increasing the

label score of 𝑑𝑡 ) while reducing the number of non-relevant docs

in the list (pushing 𝑑𝑡 up in the rank). Recently, Zhang et al. [31]

applied this evaluation approach to measure system capability of re-

jecting unreliable customer reviews retrieved for serving a product

question answering system.

The QWA approach assumes binary labels and that ∀𝑙, 𝑙𝑠 (𝑙 (𝑑)) ≥
0. While not originally planned for handling negative labels, it

can be modified to be used in this case. However it suffers from

several drawbacks. Assuming nDCG is the metric applied over the

list extended with terminal doc, it suffers from unboundedness

as nDCG does; it can’t be used to measure the quality of top-k

results as it is only defined for the entire list; and it cannot support

multi-graded labels since undesirably, systems may benefit from

pruning positively (low-graded) scored documents from the result

list, in favor of pushing the virtual document up the list. In the

following we describe our proposed metric, nDCGf, a modification

of nDCGmin which encourages partial retrieval, as QWA does, while

also preserving boundedness in the presence of negatively scored

labels, as nDCGmin does.

3 Evaluation of Partial Ranked Lists
Assume that the ranker is allowed to return a ranked sublist 𝑅𝑓 ⊆ 𝑅,

by filtering some documents from 𝑅 (we call such a ranker an f-

ranker). In this case, the f-ranker’s task is to select a good sublist, out

of all possible sublists of 𝑅, and the evaluation task is to evaluate the

sublist quality. nDCGmin successfully evaluates the ranking quality

of the entire list 𝑅 in the presence of negative labels. However,

next we show that nDCGmin is unbounded when partial retrieval is

allowed.

Proposition 3.1. nDCGmin is unbounded in the presence of nega-
tively scored labels, and when partial retrieval is allowed.

Proof. We prove by example. Lets 𝑅 = {𝑑1, 𝑑2} with 𝑙𝑠 (𝑙 (𝑑1)) =
−1 and 𝑙𝑠 (𝑙 (𝑑2)) = +2. Therefore,𝑊 =𝑊2 (𝑅) = −1 + 2/log

2
(3)) =

0.262 and 𝐼 = 𝐼2 (𝑅) = 2 − 1/log
2
(3)) = 1.37.

For 𝑅𝑓 = (𝑑1), 𝐷𝐶𝐺@2(𝑅𝑓 ) = −1 which is smaller than𝑊 . For

𝑅𝑓 = (𝑑2), 𝐷𝐶𝐺@2(𝑅𝑓 ) = 2 which is larger than 𝐼 . For 𝑅𝑓 = ∅,



𝐷𝐶𝐺@2(𝑅𝑓 ) = 0 which also deviates from the boundaries. Hence,

nDCGmin is unbounded for all proper sub-lists of 𝑅. □

We also note that when the results list contains a single doc-

ument 𝑅 = {𝑑}, with 𝑙𝑠 (𝑙 (𝑑)) ≠ 0, and when partial retrieval is

allowed, then the ranker task is reduced to a filtering task. There

are two desirable outputs, ∅ if 𝑙𝑠 (𝑙 (𝑑)) < 0, or (𝑑) if 𝑙𝑠 (𝑙 (𝑑)) > 0.

However, nDCGmin ((𝑑)) =nDCGmin (∅) = 0 and it turns out that

nDCGmin cannot differentiate between these two cases, although

one of them is preferable depending on 𝑑’s label score3. Therefore,

we conclude that nDCGmin is not suitable for evaluation when 𝑅 is

a singleton and partial retrieval is allowed.

3.1 nDCGf

To tackle the unboundedness problem of nDCGmin, in the presence

of partial retrieval, we propose nDCGf which measures the quality

of partial ranked lists, i.e. lists constructed by ranking and filtering

together. By identifying the ideal and the worst sublists over all
sublists of 𝑅, we can assure an appropriate normalization. Since the

DCG value is the (discounted) sum of label scores, it is easy to see

that the ideal sublist of 𝑅 is a sublist of 𝑅𝐼 which contains all docu-

ments with a non-negative label score (the sublist obtained after

filtering out all 𝐹 -docs from 𝑅𝐼 ). We mark this sublist by 𝑅𝐼
𝑓
, and

𝐼𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅) = 𝐷𝐶𝐺@𝑘 (𝑅𝐼𝑓 ). Similarly, the worst sublist of 𝑅 is a sublist

of 𝑅𝑊 which contains all documents with a non-positive label score

(the sublist obtained after filtering all positively scored docs from

𝑅𝑊 ). We mark this sublist by 𝑅𝑊
𝑓
, and𝑊𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅) = 𝐷𝐶𝐺@𝑘 (𝑅𝑊

𝑓
).

It follows directly that 𝑊𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅) ≤ 𝑊𝑘 (𝑅) and 𝐼𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅) ≥ 𝐼𝑘 (𝑅),
therefore,

[𝑊𝑘 (𝑅), 𝐼𝑘 (𝑅)] ⊆ [𝑊𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅), 𝐼𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅)] .

Similarly to nDCGmin, we normalize nDCGf for any sublist 𝑅𝑓 by

min-max normalization using the𝑊𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅) and𝑊𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅) values:

𝑛𝐷𝐶𝐺𝑓 @𝑘 (𝑅𝑓 ) =

𝐷𝐶𝐺@𝑘 (𝑅𝑓 )−𝑊𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅)

𝐼𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅)−𝑊𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅) 𝐼𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅) >𝑊𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅)

0 otherwise

(3)

3.2 Properties of nDCGf

We now prove several properties of nDCGf.

Proposition 3.2. When the document set 𝑅 does not contain any
𝐹 -doc then nDCGf is equivalent to nDCG.

Proof. If there are no 𝐹 -docs in 𝑅, then for any 𝑘 > 0,𝑊𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅) =
0 and 𝐼𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅) = 𝐼𝑘 (𝑅). Therefore, for any 𝑅𝑓 ⊆ 𝑅, nDCGf@𝑘 (𝑅𝑓 ) =
nDCG@𝑘 (𝑅𝑓 ). □

Proposition 3.3. nDCGf is bounded in the presence of negative
labels and when partial retrieval is allowed.

Proof. For any 𝑘 > 0,𝑊𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅) and 𝐼𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅) are lower and up-

per bounds on the DCG value of any sublist 𝑅𝑓 ⊆ 𝑅. Therefore,

𝑁𝐷𝐶𝐺 𝑓 (𝑅𝑓 , 𝑘) is bounded (∈ [0, 1]), as a result of the min-max

normalization scheme. □

3
Note that this also holds for the general case when 𝑅 contains many documents, all

having the same non-zero scored label.

Previously, we argued that nDCGmin is not suitable when the

ranking task is reduced to filtering (when 𝑅 = {𝑎}). We now show

that nDCGf can be properly applied in this case.

Proposition 3.4. When 𝑅 contains a single document 𝑑 with
𝑙𝑠 (𝑙 (𝑑)) ≠ 0, nDCGf is reduced to a filtering accuracy metric.

Proof. Let 𝑅 = {𝑑}, and 𝑙𝑠 (𝑙 (𝑑)) = 𝑠 ≠ 0. If 𝑠 > 0, then

𝑊
1,𝑓 (𝑅) = 0, and 𝐼

1,𝑓 (𝑅) = 𝑠 . There are two possible sublists of 𝑅

to be retrieved — ∅, and (𝑑). The DCG values of these two lists are

0 or s, and the nDCGf values are 0 or 1, respectively, in equivalence

to the filtering accuracy score. Similarly, if 𝑠 < 0,𝑊
1,𝑓 (𝑅) = 𝑠 , and

𝐼
1,𝑓 (𝑅) = 0. The DCG values of the two sublists are 0 or 𝑠 , respec-

tively, and nDCGf(∅) = 1 while nDCGf((𝑑)) = 0, in equivalence to

the filtering accuracy score. □

It is also interesting to analyze the score of empty retrieval for

a given query with result set 𝑅, nDCGf@𝑘 (∅) = −𝑊𝑘 (𝑅)
𝐼𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅)−𝑊𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅) . It

can be considered as a lower bound on the desired performance for

the given query; bad content gains dominance over good content

in any sublist scored below this bound, in which the empty list is

preferred. Therefore, this lower bound can be used as a measure of

the query’s “filtering difficulty”. The higher this bound, the more

bad content in 𝑅 which requires intensive filtering efforts.

3.3 nDCGf vs nDCGmin

nDCGf is bounded in the presence of partial retrieval in contrast to

the unboundedness of nDCGmin. We now analyze the discrepancy

between the two metrics derived from this property.

Proposition 3.5. Let 𝑅 be the result set for a given query. Let
𝑘 > 0, and assume the non-trivial case, i.e. 𝐼𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅) >𝑊𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅). Then,
the ranking of IR systems for the given query, based on their nDCGf

scores, is the same as their ranking based on their nDCGmin scores.

Proof. It is enough to show that for the non-trivial case nDCGmin

and nDCGf agree on the order of any two IR systems pair for

the given query. Let 𝑅1
𝑓
, 𝑅2

𝑓
be the retrieved (possibly filtered)

lists of the two systems. If nDCGf@k(𝑅1
𝑓
) > nDCGf@k(𝑅2

𝑓
), then

𝐷𝐶𝐺@𝑘 (𝑅1
𝑓
) > 𝐷𝐶𝐺@𝑘 (𝑅2

𝑓
). Therefore, nDCGmin@k(𝑅1

𝑓
) >

nDCGmin@k(𝑅2
𝑓
). □

It turns out that the two metrics agree on system performance

order for a specific query. However, as we demonstrate in our

experiments, when the system performance is averaged over a set

of queries, there is a discrepancy between the two orders. The

reason is that the more we filter, the higher the possibility for

nDCGmin to become unbounded, i.e., the DCG value deviates from

the bounds. This anomaly may lead to extreme values of nDCGmin,

with disproportionate effect on the average metric score, and to the

discrepancy from nDCGf ranking. In the following we specify the

conditions when nDCGmin is guaranteed to be a reliable (bounded)

score.

Proposition 3.6. Let 𝑅 be a result list for a given query, 𝐹 ⊆ 𝑅

is the subset of 𝐹 -docs, and 𝐼 ⊆ 𝑅 is the subset of relevant docs. If
𝑘 ≤ min( |𝑅 − 𝐹 |, |𝑅 − 𝐼 |) then nDCGmin@k(𝑅) = nDCGf@k(𝑅).



Proof. Since 𝐷𝐶𝐺@𝑘 (𝑅) is the same for both metrics, the only

difference between the two can be derived from the differences

between the lower and upper bounds. If 𝑘 ≤ |𝑅 − 𝐼 | then𝑊𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅) =
𝑊𝑘 (𝑅) because the top-𝑘 worst results do not contain any relevant

document. Similarly, if 𝑘 ≤ |𝑅 − 𝐹 | then 𝐼𝑘,𝑓 (𝑅) = 𝐼𝑘 (𝑅) because
the top-𝑘 results do not contain any 𝐹 -doc. □

The conclusion from this proposition is that since nDCGf is

bounded, so is nDCGmin when 𝑘 ≤ min( |𝑅 − 𝐹 |, |𝑅 − 𝐼 |). This is
typical when 𝑘 << |𝑅 |. However, when 𝑅 is small, as in the review

and answer ranking tasks that we experiment with, 𝑘 is close to

|𝑅 | and therefore nDCGmin may fail for some of the queries due to

unboundedness. In addition, when 𝑘 is large and relatively close to

|R|, as in total-recall tasks [24] which are typical in the legal and

healthcare domains, we can expect unbounded nDCGmin values for

many of the queries.

4 Experiments with 𝑛𝐷𝐶𝐺 𝑓

To study the properties of our new evaluationmetric, and the impact

of filtering on evaluation, we experiment with three datasets where

filtering is required in addition to ranking. The first one is a dataset

of product reviews where our task is to rank the set of reviews per

product according to amount of their helpful votes, while filtering

spam ones. The second is the Community Question Answering

(CQA) dataset where the task is to rank the set of answers per

question while filtering out bad answers. The third one is the TREC

web-track datasets in years 2010-2014 where forbidden documents

are explicitly labeled [8–11, 27] and the task is to rank the track’s

participants.

4.1 Datasets
4.1.1 The product reviews (PR) dataset. This dataset consists of
6.4M customer reviews for 660K products (∼10 reviews/product on
average; the median is 3 reviews per product)

4
. In this dataset, 21%

of the reviews are marked as spam by human experts, and some of

the reviews are voted as helpful by other customers. Table 1 shows

the distribution of the number of helpful votes and the portion of

spam labels over the PR dataset.

Our task is to rank the reviews for a given product based on their

helpful votes, while filtering out spam reviews. This task represents

a real use case of simultaneous ranking and filtering where spam

reviews are forbidden for retrieval while good reviews (with many

helpful votes) should be ranked at the top of the list. We note that

∼33% of the products are associated with a single review only, hence

reviews ranking is not required for them and the performance of

the f-ranker is impacted by filtering accuracy alone.

Table 1: Helpful votes and spam label distribution over the
PR dataset.

#helpful votes 0 1 2 ≥ 3

%reviews 83.16 7.46 3.02 5.98

%spam 25.53 2.47 2.68 2.69

4
The PR dataset is not a representative sample of entire reviews set on the e-commerce

website it was extracted from.

4.1.2 The CQA dataset. In the CQA setting, our task is to rank

multiple human answers per question based on their quality and

relevance, while filtering out answers that are offensive, mislead,

or do not address the question, which are forbidden according to

the task specifications.

The CQA dataset
5
, sampled from the same e-commerce website,

consists of 29.7𝐾 product questions, associated with 61𝐾 answers

(∼2.1 answers per question on average). Answer quality was anno-

tated on three level scale using crowd-sourcing
6
:

• Forbidden (F): An answer that is offensive, in bad language, or

fails to address the question in any way, (e.g. "I don’t know").

• Satisfying (S): The answer is valid but is unjustified or unclear.

For example, an answer like “yes” or “no” that does not provide

further details.

• Fully satisfying (P): An answer that fully answers the question

and is justified and clear.

While themajority of answers (75%) satisfy their questions (40.6%

annotated as S and 34.4% annotated as P), 25% are forbidden. Out

of all questions, 16.8% have no good answer (i.e., all answers are

forbidden). About half of the questions are associated with a single

answer where ranking is not required and the model performance

is impacted by filtering alone. This distribution stresses the need of

filtering out forbidden answers: for one-answer questions, filtering

is a must, and for multi-answer questions, ranking forbidden an-

swers at the bottom is often insufficient because these bad answers

are still visible to the user. Table 2 shows the distribution of number

of answers over the CQA dataset.

Table 2: Distribution of number of answers per question over
the CQA dataset.

# answers per question 1 2 3+

% questions 52.0 24.1 23.9

4.1.3 Web-track datasets. These datasets consist of the submitted

runs to the TREC web-tracks in years 2010-1014, where each run

provides up to 10,000 ranked search results for each of the year’s

topics. The topic’s Qrels holds the aggregated pool of manually

judged top-𝑘 results for each of the runs, where 𝑘 ≤ 25 in all tracks.

Table 3 presents the number of runs, the number of topics per

year, and the label distribution in the Qrels. In our framework, a

document labeled by -2 is considered forbidden, 0 is non-relevant,

and 1-4 are positively graded relevance labels.

Table 3: Number of runs, topics, and Qrels in TREC web-
tracks 2010 - 2014, and the label distribution over the Qrels.

Label

Year #topics #Qrels #runs −2 0 1 2 3 4

2010 48 25329 56 5.65% 73.70% 15.90% 4.25% 0.54% 0%

2011 50 19381 62 5.25% 78.45% 10.50% 3.67% 2.11% 0%

2012 50 16055 48 5.34% 72.71% 13.75% 2.52% 0.32% 5.34%

2013 50 14474 61 1.62% 69.80% 21.03% 6.36% 1.24% 0.05%

2014 50 14432 44 3.86% 56.90% 26.25% 11.18% 1.59% 0.23%

5
The dataset is available at https://registry.opendata.aws/ltrf-cqa-dataset/.

6
We use the Appen crowdsourcing platform for annotation, https://www.appen.com.

https://registry.opendata.aws/ltrf-cqa-dataset/
https://www.appen.com


Web-track participants were not motivated to filter out nega-

tively labeled results; runs were generated with the goal of opti-

mizing evaluation metrics that are indifferent to negative labels,

(TREC web-tracks official evaluation program applies nDCG with

𝑙𝑠 (𝑙) = max(0, 2𝑙 − 1) [8]; we mark this version by nDCG0). More-

over, since only up to top-25 results per topic were manually judged,

many of the run results do not appear in the Qrels, and obviously,

many of the Qrels do not appear in the run’s results. Therefore, in

order to simulate ranking and filtering, we consider each run as

an f-ranker of the Qrels; all results that do not appear in the Qrels

are omitted, and Qrels not retrieved by the run are considered as

filtered results
7
. In this way, the intersection of run results with

the Qrels can be considered as the output of a system who applies

simultaneous ranking and filtering of the Qrels, and our task is to

evaluate these runs according to their ranking and filtering quality.

Table 4 exhibits the mean, the standard deviation (std), and the

minimum number of run results per topic, after filtering unjudged

results, averaged over the web-track’s runs.

Table 4: Distribution statistics of the number of results per
topic after omitting unjudged results, averaged over TREC
web-track runs in years 2010-2014.

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Mean #docs/topic 220.5 171.6 125.9 121.3 141.0

std 57.4 47.8 42.9 59.8 62.5

Min #docs/topic 26.1 39.5 41.6 23.0 44.5

In order to enhance the effect of negative labels, we set the

label scores to 𝑙𝑠 (−2) = −10 (severely punishing 𝐹 -docs), and ∀𝑙 ≥
0, 𝑙𝑠 (𝑙) = 𝑙 .

4.2 nDCGmin unboundedness
Our first experiment analyzes the cases when nDCGmin fails to

provide a bounded score when filtering is being involved. Recall

that in the PR dataset each product is assigned with a set of reviews,

and in the CQA dataset each question is assigned with a set of

answers. For both datasets we apply the ordinal loss-based f-ranker

(see Section 5) for ranking and filtering, and measure the fraction of

queries for which nDCGmin@3 is unbounded. We call such a case an

unbounded query (UBQ). Table 5 shows the percent of unbounded

queries, split to over-deviated (DCG@K > I𝑘 ) and under-deviated

(DCG@k < W𝑘 ). In both datasets more than 6% of the queries are

unbounded, what makes nDCGmin results unreliable. We also note

that most of the unbounded queries are over-deviated, probably

due to aggressive 𝐹 -docs filtering by the ordinal-based f-ranker.

Only 1-2% of the queries are under-deviated, probably due to a few

false-positive errors.

We run the same experiment over the web-track datasets, mea-

suring the runs’ performance by nDCGmin@k. Recall that each sub-

mitted run, after omitting unjudged results, is considered as an

7
According to TREC practices, unjudged results are assumed to be non-relevant (with

a zero label), hence the Qrels (virtually) cover the entire document collection. However,

assessing a small fraction of submitted results causes many results to not being covered

by the Qrels [5]. In this study we ignore the run’s unjudged results, evaluating the

ranking of the Qrels set only. Qrels documents that do not appear in the results set are

considered to have been filtered out by the run.

Table 5: Percent of unbounded queries of the ordinal-based
f-ranker as measured by nDCGmin@3 over the PR and CQA
datasets. For the web-track datasets (2011-2014) we measure
the average number of UBQ per run using nDCGmin@300. Un-
bounded queries are split to over-deviated (DCG@k > I𝑘 ) and
under-deviated (DCG@k < W𝑘 ).

PR CQA WT2011 WT2012 WT2013 WT2014

(k=3) (k=3) (k=300) (k=300) (k=300) (k=300)

UBQ 15.3% 6.7% 9.2% 11.0% 18.8% 25.3%

Over 14.3% 4.8% 7.2% 10.2% 3.7% 8.3%

Under 1% 1.9% 2.0% 0.8% 15.1% 17.0%

Figure 1: Stability curves of nDCG, nDCGmin, and nDCGf, mea-
sured over TREC web-track runs in years 2010-2013

f-ranker of the Qrels set. Table 5 presents the average percent of

UBQ per run, in years 2011-2014. For small 𝑘 values (≤ 50) there

were no UBQs at all. However, as Proposition 3.6 states, the larger

𝑘 is with respect to the result set size, the higher the likelihood for

nDCGmin to become unbounded. The average Qrels size per topic is

321.7 over the years. Setting 𝑘 to 300 results in a significant num-

ber of unbounded cases. The number of unbounded topics ranges

from 9% to 25% over the years, supporting the claim that for these

datasets, and for large 𝑘 values, nDCGmin is unreliable when filtering

is involved.

4.3 Stability
The stability of an evaluation measure denotes its dependency on

the number of topics it is calculated on [6]. Given a set of 𝑛 topics

and the systems’ results, the stability analysis is conducted by

repeatedly sampling a random set of 𝑖 topics, 𝑖 ∈ [2, 𝑛], evaluating
all systems with the selected topics, and measuring the average

ratio of erroneous decisions to total decisions across all system pairs

(See Equation 1 in [6] for more details). This process is repeated 𝑁

times for each 𝑖 value (𝑁 = 200 in our experiments). Two systems

are deemed equal when their absolute score difference does not

exceed a fuzziness threshold 𝛼 (1% in our experiments).

We measure the stability of nDCG, nDCGmin, and nDCGf over the

web-track datasets
8
while setting 𝑘 to 500. The label scores for DCG

8
Measuring the metric’s stability requires a significant number of rankers to be in-

volved. This does not hold for the PR and the CQA datasets, hence we only measure



Figure 2: Sensitivity of nDCG, nDCGmin, and nDCGf, measured
over TREC web-track runs in years 2010-2013

computation of all metrics is set to 𝑙𝑠 (−2) = −10 (reflecting user’s
intolerance to forbidden results), and ∀𝑙 ≥ 0, 𝑙𝑠 (𝑙) = 𝑙 . Figure 1

exhibits the stability (average error rate) curves of the three metrics

for the web-track runs in years 2010-2013 (results for 2014 reveal

the same behavior). Obviously, the error rate decreases for larger

topic sets, however, as we can clearly see, in all years the nDCGf

and nDCGmin stability curves dominate the nDCG curve, and nDCGf

is as stable as nDCGmin. The DCG value of all three metrics is exactly

the same, and the differences between metrics are only determined

by their lower and upper bounds, so we credit the improvement in

metric stability to a superior normalization scheme.

4.4 Sensitivity
The sensitivity of an evaluation measure denotes its ability to suc-

cessfully tell two systems apart, given that their true performance

difference is significant. Sakai [25] measured metric sensitivity by

comparing the performance of all run pairs using the bootstrap

hypothesis test. Given a topic test set 𝑄 , for each pair of runs, we

randomly sample, with replacement, a set of topics of size |𝑄 | from
the test set. We then measure the pair’s relative performance on 𝑄

and on the sampled set. This pooling process is repeated 𝑁 times

(1000 in our experiments), and the Achieved Significance Level

(ASL) measures the portion of cases when the relative performance

of the two runs over the two test sets is in disagreement. If𝐴𝑆𝐿 < 𝛼 ,

for small 𝛼 , we assume that the runs’ relative performance holds.

The average success ratio over all paired runs (#(𝐴𝑆𝐿 < 𝛼)/#𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠)
defines the metric sensitivity. The sensitivity curve is a plot of the

cumulative success ratio for increasing 𝛼 values [14].

Figure 2 confronts the sensitivity of nDCG, nDCGmin, and nDCGf,

for web-track runs in years 2010-2013. As in all experiments, we

set 𝑘 to 500, 𝑙𝑠 (−2) = −10, and ∀𝑙 ≥ 0, 𝑙𝑠 (𝑙) = 𝑙 . For all years, nDCG
sensitivity is significantly lower than that of nDCGmin and nDCGf,

for all 𝛼 values, due to its inferior normalization scheme. nDCGf is

as sensitive as nDCGmin (marginally better in 2011).

4.5 Reliability
Reliability is another measure of the metric ability to reflect the

actual difference in performance among runs, minimizing deviation

stability over the web-track datasets. The same holds for the sensitivity and reliability

measures described next.

Figure 3: The reliability of nDCG, nDCGmin, and nDCGf, mea-
sured over TREC web-track runs

from the “true” performance [4, 17]. Given a set of topics and a set

of run results, we measure reliability by

Φ =
𝜎2 (𝑟𝑢𝑛)

𝜎2 (𝑟𝑢𝑛) + 𝜎2 (𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑐)+𝜎2 (𝑟𝑢𝑛:𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑐)
#𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑠

where 𝜎2 (𝑟𝑢𝑛) is the variance in run performance over the topics,

𝜎2 (𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑐) is the variance in topic performance over the runs, and

𝜎2 (𝑟𝑢𝑛 : 𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑐) is the run-topic interaction variance [17].

Figure 3 presents the reliability score distribution of nDCG,
nDCGmin, and nDCGf, for the web-track runs in years 2010-2014.

For all years, the reliability of nDCG is significantly inferior to that

of nDCGmin and nDCGf, due to its improper normalization scheme.

Differently from stability and sensitivity, nDCGf reliability is also

significantly superior to that of nDCGmin.

To conclude, the line of experiments with the web-track runs

clearly demonstrates the inferiority of nDCG in the presence of neg-

ative labels and partial retrieval. The discrepancy between nDCGmin

and nDCGf is mostly revealed through the reliability measure, and

to some extent through the stability measure. Next we describe

how to train an LTRF model that optimizes nDCGf for ranking and

filtering.

5 Learning to rank and filter (LTRF)
In the previous sections we presented the nDCGf evaluation metric

as the natural extension of nDCGwhen filtering is allowed. We now

describe how to train an LTRF model that optimizes nDCGf for the

PR and CQA settings.

Most LTR approaches [20] learn a ranking model which assigns

a single score to each of the documents, with respect to a query,

and outputs a sorted document list according to these scores. The

ranking model is trained by optimizing a loss function that mea-

sures the loss between the ideal ranking and the ranking induced

by the model scores. One obstacle that classical LTR approaches

have to deal with is optimizing a non-differentiable metric such

as nDCG, by proposing different surrogate loss functions that are

easier to optimize (see, e.g. [23]). Typically, the ranking model is

trained by minimizing the loss function using gradient methods

(such as stochastic gradient descent for deep learning models, or

gradient boosting for tree ensemble models). Similarly to nDCG, the
new metric, nDCGf, is also non-differentiable, so we rely on similar



approaches. In our setting, in addition to the difficulties in optimiz-

ing a non-differentiable metric, the f-ranker is also required to filter

forbidden results. Learning a threshold filtering value based on

score distribution has been studied with the objective of reducing

the user overhead in scanning long result lists [3, 30]. Our objective

is to reduce bad content in the list by optimizing nDCGf. We exper-

iment with the following approach: we train a ranking model and

then optimize a threshold on the model scores to maximize nDCGf

value on the validation set. At inference time we rank the result set

by the LTRF model and documents scored below the threshold are

filtered out.

5.1 Optimizing nDCGf

The core element of LTR is the loss function to minimize while

searching for a ranking model. We now describe the loss functions

that we experiment with.

• Binary cross-entropy (BCE): we consider the task as a binary

classification problem of deciding whether the document should

be filtered or not. The model score estimates the likelihood of

a document being relevant, i.e. 𝑃𝑟 (𝑙𝑠 (𝑙 (𝑑)) > 0), and is used

for document ranking. For this purpose, we define the BCE loss

function as

L𝐵𝐶𝐸 =
1

|𝑅 |
∑︁
𝑑∈𝑅

𝐵𝐶𝐸 (𝑠 (𝑑), 𝐼𝑛𝑑 (𝑙𝑠 (𝑙 (𝑑)) > 0))

where 𝑠 (𝑑) is the model score for document 𝑑 , 𝐼𝑛𝑑 (·) is the

indicator function, and 𝐵𝐶𝐸 (𝑠,𝑦) = −𝑦 log(𝑠) − (1−𝑦) log(1−𝑠).
• MSE: this loss function directly estimates the label gain score

for each document. The loss is defined as

L𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

|𝑅 |
∑︁
𝑑∈𝑅

(𝑠 (𝑑) − 𝑙𝑠 (𝑙 (𝑑)))2 .

• Ordinal loss [13]: Given an ordered label set 𝐿 = {𝑙1, ..., 𝑙𝑚}
(where the order is induced by the label score), this model tries

to solve𝑚−1 binary classification problems: 𝑙 (𝑑) ≤ 𝑙𝑖 or 𝑙 (𝑑) > 𝑙𝑖 ,
𝑖 ∈ [1,𝑚−1]. The model outputs𝑚−1 scores, 𝑠𝑖 (𝑑), where 𝑠𝑖 (𝑑)
approximates Pr[𝑙 (𝑑) > 𝑙𝑖 ]. The loss function is given by:

L𝑂𝑟𝑑 =
1

|𝑅 |
∑︁
𝑑∈𝑅

𝑚−1∑︁
𝑖=1

𝐵𝐶𝐸 (𝑠𝑖 (𝑑), 𝐼𝑛𝑑 (𝑙 (𝑑) > 𝑙𝑖 )).

The final document score is given by the sum 𝑠 (𝑑) = ∑𝑚−1
𝑖=1 𝑠𝑖 (𝑑).

• Weighted ordinal loss: This loss is similar to that of the or-

dinal loss, with the following modification. Since the relative

importance of the different classification tasks varies according

to the difference in label gain scores, we weight the terms in the

sum accordingly:

L𝑊𝑂𝐿 =
1

|𝑅 |
∑︁
𝑑∈𝑅

𝑚−1∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑤 (𝑖)𝐵𝐶𝐸 (𝑠𝑖 (𝑑), 𝐼𝑛𝑑 (𝑙 (𝑑) > 𝑙𝑖 ))

where 𝑤 (𝑖) = 𝑙𝑠 (𝑙𝑖+1) − 𝑙𝑠 (𝑙𝑖 ) is the relative weight. The fi-

nal document score is given by the weighted sum 𝑠 (𝑑) =∑𝑚−1
𝑖=1 𝑤 (𝑖)𝑠𝑖 (𝑑).

• LambdaRank: this loss function was developed as a surrogate

for the non-differentiable nDCGmetric [7], and is given explicitly

in [28], where additional details can be found. We denote this

loss function by L_𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘 .

• LambdaRank + BCE: with this loss function we attempt to

learn the ranking model and the filtering threshold together. The

loss function is given by

L_+𝐵𝐶𝐸 = L_𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘 + 𝛾

|𝑅 |
∑︁
𝑑∈𝑅

𝐵𝐶𝐸 (𝑠 (𝑑), 𝐼𝑛𝑑 (𝑙𝑠 (𝑙 (𝑑)) > 0))

where 𝛾 is a hyperparameter controlling the balance between

the filtering and ranking parts of the loss.

5.2 LTRF Setting for the Reviews and CQA
datasets

Next, we describe the LTRF task for the PR and the CQA datasets. In

the PR setting we are given a product and a list of reviews and our

task is to rank the reviews according to their helpful votes while

filtering the spam ones. We label the reviews as follow:

𝑙 (𝑟 ) =


𝐹 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑚(𝑟 )
0 #𝑣𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑟 ) = 0

1 #𝑣𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑟 ) ∈ {1, 2}
2 #𝑣𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑟 ) > 2

In the CQA settings we are given a question with multiple an-

swers, and our task is to rank the answers according to their quality

and relevance to the question, while filtering bad one. We label the

answers as follows:

𝑙 (𝑎) =

𝐹 Forbidden(𝑎)
1 Satisfying(𝑎)
2 Fully Satisfying(𝑎)

In both settings the label scores are set to 𝑙𝑠 (𝐹 ) = −10 and 𝑙𝑠 (𝑙) = 𝑙
for the rest of the labels. In both cases our solution is based on an

LTRF model, trained with one of the loss functions described in

Subsection 5.1.

We split our datasets to train, validation, and test sets in ratios of

(64%,16%,20%) respectively. During training we limit the number of

documents (i.e. reviews or answers) per query to at most 3 (via ran-

dom sampling) to reduce the number of pad documents for queries

associated with less than 3 documents. We use DistilBert [26] — a

6-layer distillation of Bert — as our embedding model. The input

query is concatenated with each of its associated documents using

a special delimiter token and are fed into the embedding model; the

output score is computed based on a dense layer that gets as input

the CLS token representation
9
. The model’s weights (of DistilBERT

and of the dense layer) are tuned using the Adam optimizer, while

optimizing the loss functions described in Subsection 5.1. Since all

losses are listwise functions, we aggregate for each the query its

related document scores for computing the gradient for backward

propagation. A random hyper parameter tuning was performed for

each loss, picking the best combination of parameters on the valida-

tion set. The hyper parameters to be optimized include learning rate

and batch size. For the L_+𝐵𝐶𝐸 we also tune the 𝛾 parameter that

weights the two combined losses. Finally, the filtering threshold

was selected to maximize nDCGf on the validation set.

The performance of the LTRF models were examined on the test

set. Statistically significant difference in performance was tested us-

ing a two-tailed paired t-test. We consider 𝑝 < 0.05 as an indication

for a statistically significant difference.

9
This is the standard usage of the HuggingFace transformers package [1, 29].



5.3 nDCGf as an accuracy metric
Our first experiment demonstrates nDCGf ability to be applied as

an accuracy metric for single-document queries. We experiment

with subsets of such queries – 218K products in the PR dataset, and

15K questions in the CQA dataset. For these queries, the task is

reduced to filtering only as the f-ranker should decide whether to

filter the single document or not.

As discussed in Section 3, nDCGmin is not suitable for this task

since it is indifferent to the ranker decision. If the f-ranker filters

the single document, or if not, it is scored the same. In contrast,

nDCGf score depends on the f-ranker decision and the document’s

label – 1 for a good decision, i.e., filtering an 𝐹 -doc or non-filtering

a good doc, and 0 for a bad decision.

We experiment with two naive f-rankers; Filter-all (who filters

the doc), and Filter-none (who does not). As expected, the nDCGmin

scores of both rankers, averaged over all single-answer questions,

is zero. Table 6 shows the average nDCGf scores for both f-rankers

over the two datasets.

Table 6: Average nDCGf scores for two naive f-rankers, mea-
sured over a subset of single-document queries.

Filter-all Filter-none
PR 0.453 0.547

CQA 0.262 0.738

Note that these scores are the accuracy of the two f-rankers

(See Prop. 3.4). The score for Filter-all is identical to the portion of

single-document queries with a negatively labeled document, for

which it takes the right decision, while the score for Filter-none is
the portion of single-document queries with a non-negative labeled

document. In both datasets the number of bad documents is lower

than the number of good ones, hence it is better to retrieve all than

to filter all.

5.4 LTRF Results
The performance of the LTRF models is evaluated over the test

set of the two datasets using nDCGf@3, nDCGmin@3, nDCG0@3, 𝐹 -

docs@3, i.e., the percentage of 𝐹 -docs remained at the top-3 results

after filtering, and the percentage of false-reject errors, i.e., good

docs that are filtered out. nDCG0 considers 𝐹 -docs as non-relevant

(zeroing their label score) and therefore measures ranking quality

only. We also analyze the percentage of queries left with no docu-

ments after filtering as an indication for filtering aggressiveness.

Baselines: We compare the performance of the trained LTRF mod-

els with the following baselines:

• filter-all: filters all the documents of the query

• rank-only: the ordinal-based f-ranker without document filtering

• filter-only: the BCE-based f-ranker without ranking. After rank-

ing and filtering is completed by the BCE-basedmodel, remaining

documents are shuffled in a random order to undo document

ranking

In Table 7 we presents the performance of all models over the two

datasets. The following insights can be revealed from the results.

Baselines performance:

• filter-all: The nDCGf score of this f-ranker is the score of the

empty list, averaged over all test queries, which can be consid-

ered as a lower bound on expected performance (see discussion

on “filtering difficulty” in Section 3). As expected, filtering all the

documents yields a low nDCGf score, compared to the trained

models, and 100% of good docs filtering. We also note the rela-

tively high score of this f-ranker over the PR dataset, as a result of

the many spam reviews, and the significant negative label score

(-10) — in such a case filter-all is preferred over rank-only. We

also note the negative nDCGmin score for the filter-all ranker over
the CQA dataset, probably due to the large number of unbounded

queries of this metric for this ranker.

• rank-only: This f-ranker achieves the best nDCG0 scores among

all models in the two datasets as this metric is indifferent to

forbidden docs, and therefore any filtering policy can only hurt.

Albeit, since no 𝐹 -docs are filtered by this baseline, its nDCGf

score is significantly lower with respect to the trained models.

The inferiority in nDCGf score of rank-only with respect to or-
dinal, which it is based on, is of most interest as it is directly

attributed to the contribution of the filtering process conducted

by ordinal on the ranked list.

• filter-only: A surprisingly strong baseline, denoting that filtering

is crucial in our datasets. nDCGf score is still behind the trained

models, due to the lack of ranking. One of the reasons that this

baseline is competitivewith the othermodels, is the large fraction

of single document queries for which only filtering is required.

Trained models performance:
All trainedmodels, except LambdaRank, are statistically significant
better in nDCGf score than the baselines, over the two datasets.

While all trained models perform reasonably well, ordinal excels
and persistently exhibits high performance, as reflected by high

nDCGf score, low 𝐹 -docs@3, and the low percentage of good-docs

filtering. Its performance is statistically significant better than all

other trainedmodels (with the exception ofMSE in the CQA dataset).

Unfortunately, the weighted ordinal loss method, although being

theoretically motivated, was unable to improve upon ordinal in
these settings.

ordinal is also the best f-ranker according to nDCGmin over the two

datasets. However, the other trained methods are ranked differently

according to this metric. For example, in the PR dataset, rank-only
outperforms filter-all while the opposite holds according to nDCGf.

Interestingly, in the CQA dataset, LambdaRank performs sig-

nificantly worse than the other loss functions. The reason is that

LambdaRank is a pairwise loss function which only considers the

relative position of the documents in the rank (per query), ignoring

their score value. Also, the training set contains a significant portion

of single-document queries, while the LambdaRank loss is defined
on pairs of documents for the same query. Therefore, LambdaRank
is exposed to a training set that is significantly smaller than the

other approaches. When LambdaRank is combined with BCE, these
effects are reduced and the achieved nDCGf value is competitive

with the other trained models.

For the other metrics reported, nDCG0 fails to capture the fil-

tering aspect of the LTRF task as any type of filtering is “pun-

ished”, hence rank-only excels according to this metric. Looking at



Table 7: Performance of LTRF models over the PR and the CQA datasets. The best model for each of the metrics is bolded. All
trained models (except LambdaRank in CQA) show statistically significant gains compared to all baselines with respect to
nDCGf@3. ordinal is statistically significant better than all other trained models (exceptMSE in the CQA setting).

Dataset LTRF nDCGf@3 nDCG0@3 nDCGmin@3 % 𝐹 -docs@3 %filtered %queries left with

good docs no docs

PR

filter-all 0.6112 0 0.4794 0 100 100

rank-only (ordinal) 0.5889 0.3862 0.4852 25.56 0 0

filter-only (BCE) 0.763 0.313 0.6392 5.46 19.62 21.63

BCE 0.7678 0.3021 0.6438 4.9 19.62 21.63

MSE 0.7729 0.3173 0.6526 4.66 22.74 23.36

ordinal 0.7793 0.3295 0.6601 4.62 21.7 22.95

ordinal-weighted 0.7708 0.3148 0.6478 5.19 18.07 20.66

LambdaRank 0.7722 0.34 0.6536 5.91 21.42 22.12

LamdbaRank+BCE 0.7686 0.3366 0.6494 6.09 22.59 22.61

CQA

filter-all 0.3404 0 -0.2723 0 100 100

rank-only (ordinal) 0.7197 0.7912 0.2296 24.49 0 0

filter-only (BCE) 0.7433 0.7127 0.2251 16.83 8.34 11.31

BCE 0.7516 0.719 0.2293 16.59 8.34 11.31

MSE 0.7578 0.7279 0.2466 16.46 7.61 10.89

ordinal 0.7609 0.74 0.2566 17.10 6.71 9.68

ordinal-weighted 0.7552 0.7311 0.2414 17.13 7.14 10.01

LambdaRank 0.7045 0.7795 0.2077 25.14 0.03 0.03

LamdbaRank+BCE 0.7566 0.7323 0.2505 16.97 7.27 10.31

𝐹 -docs@3, on the other hand, the trained models achieve a much

better score than rank-only. Still, in the PR dataset, ∼5% of the top-3

results retrieved by the trained models are forbidden, and ∼16% in

the CQA dataset. This suggests that there is still a lot of room for

improving the filtering process applied by the LTRF models, and

this task is still an open challenge and is far from being solved.

6 Conclusion
This work addresses the existence of forbidden documents in data

collections, and argues that IR systems should filter retrieved re-

sults, in addition to ranking them, to minimize the exposure of such

documents to the searchers. We introduced a novel IR evaluation

measure, nDCGf, a modification of nDCGmin for jointly measuring

the ranking and the filtering quality of a retrieved list. We substanti-

ated that in contrast to nDCGmin, nDCGf is bounded in the presence

negatively scored labels and partial retrieval. We demonstrated

nDCGf for the task of ranking TREC’s web-track runs, showing

that nDCGf is more reliable, stable, and sensitive than nDCG , and

is more reliable than nDCGmin.

We then introduced the LTRF framework and trained LTRF mod-

els to optimally rank the documents, while simultaneously filter

forbidden ones, by learning a filtering threshold on the model score.

We experimented with the PR and CQA datasets, demonstrating

that ranking only, or filtering only, fail to provide a ranked and

filtered list with high quality, as manifested by the low nDCGf score.

We experimented with several loss functions, showing that ordi-

nal loss excels at this task, significantly outperforming other loss

functions.

LTRF is a new research direction that addresses many challenges

which deserve further investigation. While our methods succeed

to rank and filter, the amount of 𝐹 -docs left in the retrieved list

is still high. We do have some control on the amount of filtering

by magnifying the forbidden score. Similarly, by setting the non-

relevance label score to an infinitesimal positive or negative value

we can control the amount of non-relevant items left in the retrieved

list. In general, optimizing the label scores according to the task

specifications is a great challenge as it has a huge effect on the

quality of both ranking an filtering.

All LTRF models we experimented with are based on learning

to rank, and then filter the search results by optimizing a cutoff

threshold on the model scores. We experimented with contextual

content embedding which considers the query only as the docu-

ment context. Contextual embedding for answer or review ranking

and filtering may benefit from additional context (e.g., answerer

reputation score [32]). Further, the current learned threshold is

global and query-independent; however, the distribution of docu-

ment scores is query-specific. Can we learn an optimal threshold

for each query? This is another great challenge that we leave for

future research.
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